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ABSTRACT

This paper will present a selected overview of calendars and calendar development
from antiquity to the current Gregorian calendar. The current hot topics of the GPS 1999
Rollover and the Year 2000 Millennium Rollover will be explained.
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INTROUCTION

This paper is intended to provide an educational survey of the development of
calendars and in particular the development of the calendars currently used in the United
States. As this is the last time to address an ITC audience before the event happens, the
current calendar hot topic of the 1999 Week Number Roll Over for GPS will be
discussed. The Year 2000 Millennium Roll Over will also be briefly reviewed to provide a
background of general knowledge.

Celestial bodies were (and are) basis of astronomy, astrology, most calendars, and
ultimately for timekeeping and clocks. The sun traced its path daily across the sky with its
apogee at noon, a new moon rose every 29-30 days and went through four obvious
phases of about 7 days, and five planets were visible to the eye moving through the
heavens against a vast array of stars. According to the NIST “Walk Through Time” there
were astronomical markings perhaps back as far as 20,000 years ago and the Egyptians
had a lunar calendar long before they developed a 365 day solar calendar in what is in our
timescale (and is currently considered the earliest year of recorded history) 4236 B.C.
Other societies in the Middle East, Orient, and even the Western Hemisphere all had
celestially based calendars twenty centuries B.C.

Astronomy, astrology, and calendars were both religious and civil matter for
millennia. In ancient Israel, the astronomical calculations for Holy days were secrets of the



ruling Sanhedrin until after 300 A.D. In China where the emperor ruled in harmony with
Heaven and all things had their appointed time, calculating astronomical events such as
New Moons and Eclipses correctly underscored the legitimacy of the ruler and certainly
the employment of his astronomers (Landes p. 33). Early water clocks and mechanical
automata as late as the 16th century A.D. displayed astronomical phenomena, testifying to
the role of celestial bodies as reference points for time and life.

CALENDARS

Calendars are created to organize days into longer periods. The Explanatory
Supplement (p. 575) cites (Fraser, 1987) that about 40 different calendars existed in 1987.
Obviously there have been many more in the past. Calendars exist to serve particular
needs and particular societies. Not all calendars use astronomical references. Some have
fixed cycles and make complex rules to avoid discontinuities, others do not. Many have
religious significance.

The Explanatory Supplement (p. 577) recognizes 3 basic types of Astronomical
calendars, the Solar, Lunar, and Lunisolar and notes that the celestial cycles of Day (Earth
rotation), Month (Moon revolution about the Earth), and Year (Earth revolution around
Sun) are neither constant nor related to each other. The average or mean interval of the
time for the sun to return to the Vernal Equinox is the 365.2421897 day Tropical Year and
this is the cycle for the seasons. (For calendar purposes this is sufficient, however for
precise time the year must be specified as any given tropical year can vary from the mean
by some minutes.) The Synodic Month corresponds to the 29.53059 day mean cycle of
New Moon to New Moon lunar phases and any particular lunar cycle can be up to 7 hours
different. There are 12.368267 of these lunations in a year. Obviously, while the term
“month” in our solar calendar was originally based on the moon’s cycle, it is no longer the
same.

JULIAN CALENDAR

In what is now regarded as 46 BC but was known then as Roman Year 709 (World
Almanac 1992, p291), Julius Caesar proclaimed a new calendar. His technical advisor was
an Alexandrine astronomer named Sosigenes. (The Alexandrine astronomers had
calculated the Equation of Time as far back as 2000 BC, so they did have solid technical
credentials.) He had to insert 90 days into the calendar to bring the seasons back to their
proper place. He also designated January 1 as the start of the year rather than March 25.
The biggest change made was to introduce the 4 year cycle of integral days with the now
familiar Leap Year, that is 3 years of 365 days and one year of 366 days. This calendar
survived for 15 centuries (though with some changes to correct misapplied leap years and
local conventions for different start dates such as March 1, March 25, and December 25).



The year had 365.25 days on average and this has been retained in counting Julian Days
by astronomers now. This still ranks as perhaps the first “worldwide” and longest lasting
Solar calendar.

In what is now 532 A.D. a Christian scholar named Dionysius Exiguus while
working on the dates for Easter, introduced a table with corresponding dates to the Julian
calendar dated by the Roman epoch of Emperor Diocletiani. Dionysius carried this back
to the year he believed was the birth of Jesus Christ and designated this as 1 Anno Domini
or 1 A. D. While secular users in the Middle Ages dated from the reigning years of the
various rulers (such as in the fifth year of King John), the use of 1 A.D. as initial epoch
grew within the Church (all per Explanatory Supplement, p.579). Counting backward from
1 A.D. to 1 B.C. for earlier dates began later with the Venerable Bede. This lack of a 0
year created a discontinuity in dating. (Astronomers using Julian Dates now designate a 0
year and thus 46 B.C. is -45 on their scale.) When the Gregorian Calendar was adopted by
the Church ten centuries after Dionysius, they continued with his initial epoch of 1 A.D.

GREGORIAN CALENDAR

In 730 A. D., the astronomer, historian, and monk the Venerable Bede stated that
the Julian year was 11 minutes and 14 seconds too long with a day error about every 128
years (per World Almanac 1992 p.291). Nine centuries later (not without some debate and
concern in the latest four centuries as with the Equinox sliding earlier into March, the lunar
calculations for the important Holy Day of Easter had become strained), the papal bull
“Inter Gravissimus” was signed by Pope Gregory XIII on February 24, 1582 creating a
new calendar now known as the Gregorian Calendar.

The new calendar used as its base the Julian Calendar with an initial epoch (starting
point) of January 1, 1 A.D. which had already been established. To make up for the extra
days Bede had warned about, the ten days from October 5 to October 14, 1582 were
dropped from the calendar, so that (quoting the Explanatory Supplement, p.578)
“Thursday, October 4 of the Julian Calendar was followed by Friday, October 15 of the
Gregorian Calendar”. Thus the Equinox returned to its March 21 or so date and the
ongoing weekly cycle was not disturbed. New Lunar tables were introduced to calculate
Easter. The biggest continuing change was in the method for calculating Leap Years by
developing a 400 year cycle. Every fourth year on the years evenly divisible by 4 would be
a Leap year of 366 days, EXCEPT every year evenly divisible by 100 would be a
Common Year of 365 days, EXCEPT every year evenly divisible by 400 would be a Leap
Year of 366 days. Thus every 400 year cycle would have 146097 days and an averaged
length of 365.2425 days per year. This compares to a count of 146100 days for 400 Julian
Calendar years. This will still need to be corrected by a day in 2500 or so years assuming
no major changes in Earth’s rotational rate.



The new calendar was adopted rapidly by all the predominantly catholic countries
of Europe and within two centuries by the protestant states of Europe including the British
Empire in 1752. Since the British had waited almost two centuries, they had to drop 11
days (September 3 to 13, 1752) to get instep instead of 10. They also moved the date of
New Year to January 1 from March 25 and designated the new calendar N.S. for New
Style versus O.S. for Old Style. (Per example provided by World Almanac, 1992, p.291
George Washington’s birthdate was February 11, 1731 O.S. and backdated, became
February 22, 1731 N.S. In the late 19th century and early 20th centuries Japan, Egypt,
Turkey, Russia, China, India, and the rest of the world adopted this calendar at least for
the purposes of international dealings.

JULIAN DAY NUMBERS & JULIAN DATE

In the same year the Gregorian Calendar was begun, chronologist Joseph J. Scaliger
devised a new calendar period which he named after his father Julius. He created a 7980
year period based on the multiples of three cycles, the 28 year cycle (solar) that it took for
days of the year to return to the same day of week under the Julian Calendar, the 19 year
cycle (lunar) that it took for phases of the moon to return to the same dates in the year,
and the 15 year Indiction cycle of the Roman tax collectors. All three of these cycles
could be calculated to occur on January 1, 4713 B.C. by calculating to past dates using
the Julian Calendar.

This backward calculation to dates before the actual start of a calendar by use of
the rules of that calendar is known as a Proleptic calendar. Thus the Julian Proleptic
Calendar became a useful tool for astronomers who do need to be able to calculate over
vast periods of time. Currently astronomers use the system to calculate Julian Days
between events. As astronomers have conventionally used noon as the start of the day,
Julian Day 0 started Noon January.1, -4712. The Julian Day Number is the integral number
of days since that date, while the Julian Date (JD) includes the decimal fractional part of
the day to the instant. For example 6 PM January 2, -4712 would be Julian Day 1 and
Julian Date 1.25. As Julian dates are used for different reference systems and relativity
becomes part of equations for astronomers, the particular reference timescale should be
specified (TAI, UT1, TDT, TBD) for precision. A Julian century of 100 years has 36525
days and is a straightforward calculation.

Many astronomers, especially timekeepers such as USNO use the Modified Julian
Date (MJD) which was developed by space scientists prior to 1960. It is defined as (Julian
Date- 2400000.5) and thus begins at midnight of the civil date rather than noon. This
creates a useful system with only 5 digits. Day of week comparisons are easy because one
can divide the any MJD by 7 and whatever remainder is left will be the same remainder for
that day of week for other days.



In view of the above, it is not a recommended practice to refer to the numerical Day
of Year as Julian Date xxx when using range time code equipment. (Explanatory
Supplement, p. 600), since it is misleading.

LUNISOLAR CALENDARS

A good example of a Lunisolar calendar is the Hebrew Calendar. It is now a
calculated rather than observed calendar as it was in past eras. It uses the Metonic cycle
with 235 lunations over 19 years. This allows the use of lunar months and varying solar
years with extra months inserted to keep the seasons in approximate place. The years vary
between twelve and thirteen months and with three different numbers of days for each, so
there are six different day lengths for years (353, 354, 355, 383, 384, and 385 days). While
the rules used today probably date from the fourth century A.D. when they were first
described to the general public, the roots of the calendar probably go back to the sixth
century B.C.

LUNAR CALENDARS

A good example of the Lunar Calendar (which follows only lunar cycles) is the
Islamic Calendar. Basically there are twelve lunar months in a year and since this is less
days than a solar year with no insertion of months or days, the seasons occur later and
later in the year until 33 years later the seasons are back where they started. While this
concept seems strange to us today, if one considers the importance of religion in a region
vastly different environmentally from ours (lower latitude, limited vegetation, low seasonal
variation, limited urbanization, a transient nomadic life rather than a settled urban or
agrarian life, better climate at night) then a lunar based system is certainly a viable option.
The requirement for a lunar system was made by the Prophet at his Farewell Pilgrimage
(Explanatory Supplement, p. 591). For religious purposes the observation of the New
Moon is important, while for secular purposes a calculated New Moon is often used.

Y2K or YEAR 2000 PROBLEM

This is a calendar problem for computers. Years ago because computer memory
was very expensive, management decisions were made to save space and money by using
just two digits instead of four to denote years. This probably saved 40 billion dollars over
the past 40 years. But now the bill is coming due. The cost of fixing the problem is
probably double the money saved. The costs of litigation for systems not fixed or retired
is probably two to four times that amount.

With a four digit year a calculation such as (2000 minus 1993) equals 7. What does
(00 minus 93) equal? Depending on the computer, operating system, and programming



lots of different meanings are possible such as a minus number, an invalid number, a
number that means something else, a zero, or a computer shutdown. This is especially true
of old “legacy” mainframes for which much of the original documentation of programs for
these systems has been lost or is not retrievable. If the computer thinks it is 1900 instead
of 2000 not only are the day of week calculations off (January 1, 1900 was a Monday
whereas January 1, 2000 is a Saturday), but 1900 was a common year while 2000 is a leap
year. Embedded processors are another potential problem not often considered. Car
“brains”, pacemakers, and industrial controllers such as bank vault controllers, and
telephone switches are all potential problem areas.

Compliant computers are able to process dates and related data prior to, through,
and beyond January 1, 2000 without error and without human intervention. The GSA
recommends requiring all hardware or software purchased to be compliant. Currently even
such leading edge organizations as the USAF are only now resolving compliance issues.
As of June 1998, the GPS satellites themselves are fully compliant for both Y2K and GPS
1999 WNRO, but even the ground control segment is not certified compliant, although it
is planned to be compliant by December 31,1998. Many other agencies and companies are
not compliant and some systems will never be compliant. The bottom line here is that the
problem is real, it is big, and it will have some effect on your work and life. There are a
number of references listed in Time Bomb 2000 (reference section) that you may wish to
review.

GPS 1999 Week Number Roll Over (WNRO)

The Week Number Roll Over in 1999 is another very pertinent calendar problem.
This is the last chance to address an audience at ITC on this issue.

The GPS calendar is a continuous calendar with epochs of 1024 weeks starting
from 0000 January 6, 1980 when GPS time was synchronized within one microsecond of
UTC Time. Since then GPS time has continued with precisely 604,800 seconds per week
every week over almost 19 years while the UTC Timescale (which is referenced to the
rotation of the earth as well as atomic clocks) has added twelve leap seconds.

GPS time is disseminated in the GPS system by a 10 bit Week Number (WN) from
0 to 1023 (total 1024 weeks) and a 19 bit Time of Week (TOW) count from 0 to 403,199
in terms of 1.5 second increments (403,200 total for precisely 604,800 seconds).The
navigation message is where time data is transmitted.

The telemetry structure of the navigation message is a 1500 bit frame with five 300
bit sub frames with 10 words of 30 bits with MSB transmitted first. The fourth and fifth
sub frames are sub commutated 25 times (with each sub commutation referred to a page).



The bits are transmitted at 50 bps on the Course Acquisition L1 carrier. Thus sub frames
1-3 and the basic frame repeat every thirty seconds. The twenty five sub commutations
required to include all data in the major frame require 12 ½ minutes. The 10 bit Week
Number is transmitted in Sub frame 1, Word 3. The 17 least significant bits of the Time of
Week (referenced to the start of the next sub frame) are transmitted in Word 2 of every
sub frame and multiplied by four (2 bits) the full TOW. Thus every 30 seconds the week
number is available and every 6 seconds a new TOW is presented. Leap second
information to properly relate GPS to UTC time is provided once every 12 ½ minutes on
Page 18 of Sub frame 4. This information includes current offset and notice of upcoming
or recent changes including magnitude and time of change. The complete 12 ½ minute
major or superframe occurs 806.4 times in a week and the final superframe of the week is
truncated at end of the week as required. The new week is restarted at the beginning of the
superframe on what would be approximately midnight between Saturday and Sunday.

Currently there have been 12 leap seconds added to UTC Time since the start of
GPS time and it is likely that the difference (UTC-GPS) time will be 13 seconds before the
start of the second GPS epoch. Therefore the second GPS Epoch will (probably) start on
Saturday, August 21, 1999 at 23:59:47 UTC time with the roll over from Week Number
1023 to Week Number 0. This is known as the Week Number Roll Over (WNRO) or End
of Week(s) Rollover (EOW) problem as there is NO marker in the GPS signal to indicate
what is the current GPS epoch.

Depending on the actual GPS OEM receiver firmware and the software conversions
created by the integrator or users, the user may or may not smoothly transition to the
correct date. In some cases of older receivers (again like the Y2K problem, that were
expected to be out of service before rollover) firmware upgrades may be very expensive
or simply not available. It is advisable for each user to confirm the status of his or her
receiver with the hardware manufacturer or software integrator. Most manufacturers have
or will be posting specific product information as it is available on their web sites for both
Y2K and 1999 WNRO problems. The Air Force GPS JPO website does list JPO and
DOD tested receivers at User Equipment Compliant DOD Receivers.

Corrective methods can include the user entering a GPS epoch or a known date that
forces selection of the GPS epoch or a battery backed memory of the same. Obviously
one must ensure that parameters are properly reentered if the batteries are changed or the
receiver is not used for a long period of time. To fully test for compliance requires a GPS
Simulator that provides future dates properly encoded on the RF GPS signal.

Currently the GPS satellites themselves are WNRO and Y2K compliant. The
ground sites of the GPS system are intended to be by 31DEC98.



On December 8, 1993 the “Global Positioning System Standard (GPS) Standard
Positioning Services (SPS) Signal Specifications” was promulgated to the Department of
Transportation to provide guidance to civilian users. GPS Time was defined in Section
2.3.5 and what is now called Week Number Roll Over was fully described and
responsibility delegated to the user as follows, “At the expiration of GPS week number
1023, the GPS week number will rollover to zero (0). Users must account for the previous
1024 weeks in conversions from GPS time to calendar date.”. Thus one cannot blame the
government for lack of warning in the use of this government provided (free and useful)
service. Just as in the Y2K case, the number of bits reserved for date was limited. One can
argue that more bits could have been allocated, although this simply postpones rather than
solves the problem.
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